istry of Pathology research grant. We thank R. Virmani for encouragement. The For the last 20 years, it has been hypothesized that well-coordinated, multijoint movements are executed without complex computation by the brain, with the use of springlike muscle properties and peripheral neural feedback loops. However, it has been technically and conceptually difficult to examine this "equilibrium-point control" hypothesis directly in physiological or behavioral experiments. A high-performance manipulandum was developed and used here to measure human arm stiffness, the magnitude of which during multijoint movement is important for this hypothesis. Here, the equilibrium-point trajectory was estimated from the measured stiffness, the actual trajectory, and the generated torque. Its velocity profile differed from that of the actual trajectory. These results argue against the hypothesis that the brain sends as a motor command only an equilibrium-point trajectory similar to the actual trajectory. will realize a trajectory that is similar to the equilibrium-point trajectory and because it is known (7) that arm movements are well approximated by simple geometric curves, it follows that the equilibrium-point trajectory should be simple too. These simple equilibrium-point trajectories can be planned without complex computation. Few researchers doubt that the springlike properties of the neuromuscular system are of importance in maintaining stable posture (8) . The crucial question, however, is how far this system by itself suffices to generate movement. We investigated whether the equilibrium-point trajectory reconstructed from humans was similar to their actually realized trajectories, one of the major assumptions of the equilibriumpoint control hypothesis (9) .
Several simulation studies conducted to investigate this question (4) (5) (6) 10) Unfortunately, this is much more difficult than conducting measurements during posture maintenance ( 1) or during singlejoint movement (12, 13) , and data from these other conditions cannot be used. The stiffness measurement invokes application of external forces to the arm by a manipulandum and measurement of the resulting trajectory perturbations. If the perturbation is too large or the manipulandum is too heavy, test participants cannot complete natural point-to-point movements. On the other hand, if the perturbation is too small, a reliable estimation cannot be accomplished. To circumvent these problems, we developed the parallel link drive air-magnet floating manipulandum (PFM) (Fig. 1) . It is fast and light enough to minimize movement interference but strong enough to transmit large forces and rigid enough to produce reliable estimates.
Another difficulty in such measurements concerns the nonlinear dynamics of the arm. If inertial parameters, which change in time during movement, are directly estimated in joint or Cartesian coordinates (14) , many independent inertial parameters must be estimated at different postures, which may lead to an unreliable estimation. We developed a new estimation method that requires only three parameters of the arm dynamics for the entire movement duration by assuming that the human arm can be modeled as a two-link rigid body (15) . The applied external forces were decomposed into arm dynamics and muscle-generated force, the latter of which consists of viscosity and elastic force. The estimated coefficient of the position relating to the elastic force is the required stiffness (15) .
Three test participants (two males and one female, 26 to 34 years old, right-handed) participated in this study. Each person sat in front of the PFM while strapped securely to the chair back (Fig. 1) . Small force perturbations lasting for a brief period (about 0.2 s) pushed the person's hand and then pulled it back (6 to 8 mm) in eight directions at nine times before, during, and after movements. These 72 (8 x 9) different perturbations were applied within each set in random order. Eight data sets were recorded for each person, excluding failed trials (Fig. 1) . Test participants were instructed to follow the target movement with high accuracy (<3 cm), but the target was deliberately extinguished for 0.4 s after the perturbation was initiated. Test participants could not tell the direction, and sometimes even the time, of the perturbation. Thus, it was very unlikely that they voluntarily changed their motor commands in response to different perturbations. The squares of the correlation coefficients between the reconstructed applied external torques and the real ones were between 0.85 and 0.98 for 27 (9 times X 3 people) estimations, which 118 indicates the high reliability of the method.
The upper row of Fig. 2 shows the stiffness ellipses calculated from these data during multijoint movement. The ellipses represent the direction and magnitude of elastic, resisting forces to unit-length position perturbations in all directions. The long axis of each ellipse represents maximum force, indicating the greatest stiffness. Conversely, the short axis represents minimum force, indicating the least stiffness. Because 0.3 s of data were used to estimate stiffness after the perturbation was initiated, both the muscle's intrinsic elastic property and its short-latency reflexes contributed to the estimated stiffness. The numbers attached to these ellipses indicate the nine times of estimation, each separated by 0.2 s before the movement (1 and 2), at the movement start (3), during (4 to 7), and then after (8 and 9) the movement. At the first perturbation time, the stiffness ellipses were thin with their long axis oriented toward the shoulder, which is a common feature of stiffness ellipses during posture maintenance (11) . The ellipses started to enlarge around movement start (2 to 4). The areas of the ellipses (11) during the movement (4 to 7) were on average 7.2 times larger than those during relaxed, corresponding postures. This increase most likely reflects the muscle tension required to execute the movement. Along with the size change, the shape of the ellipses during movement (4 to 7) became slightly thicker than those while posture was maintained [the ratio of long and short axes of movement (2.7 ± 0.6) was significantly different from those of posture (5.1 ± 2.3)].
The lower row in Fig. 2 shows the temporal changes of shoulder and elbow joint stiffness and two-joint stiffness (Rest calculating elbow torque from shoulder rotation) during movement, with their 90% confidence intervals. The shoulder stiffness increased around movement start, slightly decreased in the middle of the movement, then increased again around movement end. This is similar to data from elbow single joint movements (13) . The timing of the stiffness decrease might correspond to the switch from shoulder extensor activation to shoulder flexor activation for decelerating the shoulder extension movement. The ratio between the stiffness components (shoulder, elbow, and double joints) changed dynamically during movement. This change was not observed while posture was maintained (11) , which indicates that the activation pattern of the muscles was greatly changed during movement. In contrast to single joint cyclic movements (12) , the joint stiffness values during movement were always larger than those during corresponding postures. All stiffness components decreased after Fig. 1 . The cen of each stiffness ellipse is located at the hand position for the corresponding arm configuration during 1 movement. The ellipses colored magenta denote the stiffness during movement (4 through 7). First, jc stiffness values were calculated as described (15) ; then, to draw the ellipses, we calculated the ha stiffness by a coordinate transformation. Time 0 at the bottom denotes the first beeping sound (bl). participants were instructed to start from position S (see Fig. 1 ) at the third beep (b3), to stop in positi E at the fourth beep (b4), and to hold their hands there until the fifth beep (b5). The thick horizontal denotes the movement duration. The perturbation force used for measuring the third ellipse began 0. before b3 (movement start), and that for the eighth ellipse began 0.1 s before b4 (movement end). Ea error bar denotes the 90% confidence interval of each estimate. (2) where 8q, 8q, and 8q are positional, velocity, and acceleration perturbations, respectively, caused by imposed force perturbation bText by the PFM. In the analysis, they were, respectively, measured as the difference between the perturbed trajectory and the control trajectory (the average of perturbed trajectories) and its first and second derivatives. Offsets in all quantities relative to the control trajectory at the start of a perturbation were eliminated. The force perturbation was derived as the difference between the perturbed and the control external torque patterns. D and R denote viscosity and stiffness matrices, respectively. If we apply a leastsquared error estimation method to this variational equation, then the time-variant 2 x 2 matrices for the acceleration coefficient (inertia), velocity coefficient (viscosity), and position coefficient (stiffness) can be estimated, but for the inertial matrix 36 (4 components x 9 times), independent parameters must be estimated. Because the left sides of both Eqs. 1 and 2 can be linearized with respect to the physical parameters of the links, only three independent parameters are sufficient to specify them. Those are uniquely determined from the physical characteristics of the links. These three parameters were preestimated with the use of all the data sets measured for each person, then viscosity and stiffness were estimated at each perturbation time (18). 16 . At least three objections might exist concerning our way of calculating the equilibrium-point trajectory.
One is to assert that the nonlinear muscle length- (6) . For the case of single joint movement, it was demonstrated that with this new version a simple trajectory can control relatively fast movement (6) . However, we found that even with this new version, a simple straight equilibrium-point trajectory cannot control multijoint movements (10) [N. Schweighofer, thesis, University of Southern California (1995) ]. This is reasonable because the viscosity force is always one order of magnitude smaller than the elastic force in our experiments. The third possible criticism is that for some reason our measured stiffness values are different from those used under the equilibrium-point control hypothesis. For example, stiffness value estimations depend on the perturbations used. In our exploratory 120 experiments, we found that the measured stiffness values became smaller for larger amplitude perturbations and for lower temporal frequency (12, 13) . Because the equilibrium-point trajectory seems to be larger in amplitude and lower in temporal frequency than the currently used perturbation pafterns, our stiffness estimation may be an overestimation. Consequently, our main conclusion here still holds. 17 Protein import across the nuclear pore complex (NPC) is mediated by at least four soluble factors. These cytosolic factors restore nuclear import in cells depleted of cytosol by digitonin permeabilization. Two of these factors form a heterodimer termed karyopherin (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Karyopherin ot binds to nuclear localization sequence (NLS)-containing proteins (2, (10) (11) (12) , and karyopherin 3 mediates docking to peptide repeats of nucleoporins (1, 10, 13) . The GTPase Ran (14, 15) and an additional protein referred to as plO (10, 16, 17) Role of the Nuclear Transport Factor p10 in Nuclear Import
Ulf Nehrbass and GOnter Blobel*
The nuclear import factor p10 was cloned from Saccharomyces cerevisiae and found to be essential. The protein p10 can bind directly to several peptide repeat-containing nucleoporins. It also binds to the guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) Ran in its guanosine diphosphate (GDP)-bound form and to karyopherin [. Assembly of the karyopherin heterodimer on immobilized nucleoporin yielded cooperative binding of p10 and Ran-GDP. Addition of GTP to this pentameric complex led to dissociation of karyopherin ox, presumably via in situ formation of Ran-GTP from Ran-GDP. Thus, p10 appears to coordinate the Ran-dependent association and dissociation reactions underlying nuclear import.
